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Illinois Invention Convention



Congratulations on your decision to bring the Illinois Invention Convention to your 

students! And, thank you!  This is just another example of your dedication to your 

students.  We think you are awesome!

This document has been developed to help guide you through the Illinois Invention 

Convention Program. As you read through the document, please let us know if you 

have any questions. Your dedicated School Liaison is always available to help out.

Welcome!

Program Description
The Illinois Invention Convention teaches creative problem solving skills, innovative 

thought processing, and 21st Century critical thinking to K-8 graders throughout the 

state of Illinois. The program challenges K-8 public/private and home schooled 

students, to 1) identify a problem; 2) come up with creative solutions; 3) research 

their ideas; 4) design, build and test their working prototype inventions; and 5)share 

their results in professional displays and presentations. The top inventors from each 

local competition (school, district, home school group, etc.) move on to their region's 

finals to compete for scholarships and a spot representing the state of Illinois at the 

National Invention Convention and Entrepreneurship Expo at the US Patent and 

Trademark Office outside Washington, DC.

Getting Started – 1, 2, 3
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The basics steps of this program are as easy as 1, 2, 3.  

1. Give the Inventor’s Journal to the students.

2. Students complete the Inventor’s Journal, build a prototype, and create a 

display.

3. Choose which students will move on to the Illinois Invention Convention 

Reginal Finals.

If your school decides to simply send the forms home, have the students complete 

the project at home, and then choose representatives during the course of a regular 

school day, then there is not much else (other than a few forms) for the coordinator 

to do.  If, however, you decide to go further with the program, this guide contains all 

of the materials you will need.  On the next page, you will find the detailed timeline.  

This is the most important part of the guide.  Please read it thoroughly. Also, 

remember your School Liaison is always available to answer questions.



Fall/Winter, register your school online, and get ready to begin
1. Go to www.illinoisinvents.org then choose Teachers and Schools and then Sign Up Here. 

2. After filling out the online registration, you will receive confirmation emails to the 

coordinator, Principal, and Superintendent.  All three must reply and confirm.

3. Once confirmed, you will receive the full Implementation guide and access to the 

editable templates.

4. Read through the Implementation Guide thoroughly.  Fill out the “Choices, Choices, 

Choices” page.

5. Select and get firm approval for a date and location for your Local Invention Convention, 

which needs to be by March 24.

6. Advise school staff of your Illinois Invention Convention plans and encourage other 

teachers to participate.

7. List all  Illinois Invention Convention dates on your school's master calendar.

By December 30, your school must be registered online 
• Starting earlier (i.e., October or November) is certainly better, but February is the latest 

you should start or you just won't have enough time to get everything done and done 

well.

• The Invention Convention Program can be conducted during school hours; before or after 

school; or entirely at home, but generally takes at least 4-5 weeks. 

Getting Started
1. Set a date for the Intent to Invent forms to be due (before February 15)

2. Send home the initial Parent Letter (customize using your decisions about 

implementation) and  Intent to Invent form (if applicable).

3. Send home or distribute the Inventor’s Journals

By February 15, submit the Student Roster 
• The Student Roster includes all of the names of the students who have returned the Intent 

to Invent Form and will be participating in your local Invention Convention.

• If a student’s name is not included on the Student Roster at this point, then they can not 

later be registered for the Regional Finals. They can still participate in your local program, 

but will not be eligible to represent your school/district/program at the Regional Finals.

January / February –PR
1. Submit a blog post detailing the experience of a class or an individual inventor, or a 

teacher, etc.

2. Inform your local media about the program.

3. Submit nominations for the Inspirational Educator Award

Program Timeline
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January/February - Choosing your representatives

Plan a Local Invention Convention (if applicable)
1. Inform your School Liaison of the date, time, and location of your Local Invention 

Convention as early as possible.

2. Arrange for judging;

• If you are judging during school, using school personnel, make sure you are all 

using the same criteria.  A quick meeting would be a good idea.

• If you are using outside judges, recruit technical professionals from the 

community, Board of Education, nearby university, business people, civic 

organizations, etc.  If you are having trouble recruiting judges, contact your school 

liaison; 

3. Advise school staff, district administration and civic leaders of plans and encourage them 

to come to the event

4. If you are allowing parents, send information about the date, location, and time home to 

them.

Hold your Local Invention Convention
1. Ideas for implementation are found later in this guide.

2. Print the Participation Certificates for each participant.

After the Local Invention Convention
1. Select the inventors to represent your school at the assigned Regional. Currently, we 

anticipate that each school will be able to send 1 student for every 15 participants.  

However, this is an estimate and may change.  Your School Liaison will tell you the exact 

% for this year by March 1, 2017. 

2. After selecting your representatives, send home the parent letter, registration form, and 

media release to the parents of the winning students.  

3. If any of your winning students decline the invitation to participate in the Regional Finals, 

send letters home to the next students from your local competition.

4. Once you have your final list of representatives, register your students for the Regional 

Finals in the online system (your School Liaison will provide the link) before April 1.

5. Your students must attend the Regional Event of the counties where your school is located. 

You cannot change the Regional Event they attend.

Regional Illinois Invention Convention Finals
Regional Finals will be held in April 2017.  Exact dates and locations will be provided by your School 

Liaison in January. More information about the Regional Illinois Invention Convention Finals can be 

found in another section of the Implementation Guide.

National Invention Convention and Entrepreneurship Expo (NICEE)
Some inventors from the Illinois Invention Convention Regional Finals will be invited to attend the 2nd

Annual NICEE held at the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office in Washington, DC from June 1-3, 2017. 

More information about this event will be sent later.
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Choices, Choices, Choices!Choices, Choices, Choices!Choices, Choices, Choices!Choices, Choices, Choices!

Choices:

Where will students complete the work?
� Entirely home based 

� Problem, Solution, Research, and Design done in School; Build Test, 

Evaluate, Modify done at Home

� Entirely School Based

� After school workshops

� Other (there are many other combinations, do what works for you)

Inventor’s Journal: To Print or Not
� Print and send (This option will yield more participants, but will cost 

the price of the paper and ink)

� Give website for parents to print (This is free to the school, but will 

yield fewer participants.)

If printing the journal: Which version?
� Full size (Allows more room; good for young children, can be printed 

single sided (28 pages) or double sided (14 pages)

� Booklet (More compact, must be printed double sided, only 7 pages)
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Now comes the best part.  You get to decide how this program works 

best for you.  The following are some common choices that 

coordinators make for this program.  There are probably many more.  

Remember, if you see a place to customize, go for it!



Choices, Choices, Choices!Choices, Choices, Choices!Choices, Choices, Choices!Choices, Choices, Choices!
Choices:

Will you hold an event to showcase the inventions and choose 

your representatives?

� Yes

� No

In which month will your event take place?

� January 

� February

When will your event take place?

� During School

� After School

� On a Weekend

Where will your event take place?

� At the School

� At a town facility (library, town hall, etc)

� At a private facility (civic club hall, restaurant)

� Other

Who will judge the inventors?

� One teacher/administrator

� A team of teachers / administrators

� Outside judges (parents, business people, Board of Ed, 

etc)

� Other
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In order to participate in the Regional Illinois Invention Convention Competition your school, district, 

private school, homeschool group or other student organization must select the students who will 

represent your district/organization at the finals. Generally, this is accomplished through a local and/or 

district level Invention Convention Competition.

Eligibility for Regionals
• The Invention Convention is open to students in grades K-8 in participating schools, 

districts, or organizations. Each  school, district, or organization is solely responsible 

for choosing its student representatives. There are a limited number of regional final 

entry slots awarded to each school, district, or organization.

• Students must compete as an individual.

• Students who are family members of employees of  Illinois Invents and Illinois 

Invention Convention sponsors are eligible to compete.

• Invention Convention award winners from previous years may compete again - but 

must enter a completely new invention. At the Regional Finals, the grand prize award 

may only be awarded to a participant once, but past winners can compete for other 

scholarship awards in future years.

• Students must complete the registration in full in order to compete in the Illinois 

Invention Convention Regional Finals competition.

Planning

• The set-up for a Local Invention Convention requires a room that can accommodate 

multiple tables.  You will need one rectangular table(5 or 6 ft) for every 4 inventors.  

Small round tables may also be use, 4 inventors per table.  See diagrams below.

• You will need judges. These can be teachers, local business people, parent volunteers 

(who do not have a conflict of interest), a local civic organization (Lions, Masons, KoC, 

etc). The number of judges you have will determine how fast the judging goes.  It is 

also best for each inventor to be scored by at least two judges to ensure parity.

• You will need to decide how you will score the inventors.  A great way is to use a 

judging rubric.  Feel free to use the one included in the appendix, or create your own.

• You should give out the certificates at the event.  Again, feel free to use the sample in 

the appendix, or create your own.

Local Invention Convention
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Setup for using 5 or 6 ft rectangular tables

Setup for 

using 

round 

tables.



To participate in a regional final all inventors need to 

• create a prototype

• complete the  Inventor’s Journal

• develop a presentation 

• record a 3 – 4 minute video

• Return the required the  permission forms.

Inventor’s Journal
Students must use the Illinois Invention Convention Inventor’s Journal (available at 

www.illinoisinvents.org). The  Inventor’s Journal is a necessary step to document each 

participant's creative and critical thinking process and is weighed heavily in the judges' 

evaluation process.

Student Prototype
Students must also build a Model or prototype of their invention to display at the 

Convention.

General Prototype Guidelines:

• The prototype does not have to work, but must illustrate how the invention 

would work it were operational.

• Prototypes (along with all other presentation materials) must fit on a table top, 

and cannot be larger than 2 feet by 1.5 feet in size. If the prototype is too tall to 

stand safely in front of the student’s display on the table, it may be placed on the 

floor directly in front of the display.

• Electricity WILL NOT be available to inventors at the Convention. Students may 

use batteries.

• Inventors may not use matches, lighter candles or any other open flame or heat 

source than can be considered flammable.

• Inventions may not contain biohazards or utilize any materials that are or could 

become dangerous.

• Demonstrations/presentations may not include human beings (other than the 

inventor)or living creature.s

• Models must be fully set-up at each student’s assigned space by the set up 

deadline, which may vary depending on the regional event, but which is 

determined and communicated well in advance of the competition. 

Parents/guardians and family members may help set up the model for their 

children. 

• If you have a question about what is permitted as part of an inventor's prototype 

or presentation, please contact your School Liaison for direction.
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Displays
Each inventor must create a display.  Tri-folds display boards are not required, but are highly 

recommended as a great way to display information.  A list of required elements for the display can 

be found in the Inventor’s Journal.

Presentation
about solving the problem in a 3-5 minute presentation. An "Elevator Pitch" of sorts - a short 

summary of the original problem, their solution and invention process they took all communicated 

in the short amount of time it takes to ride from the top floor to the bottom floor in an elevator. 

Their verbal presentation, prototype and materials all need to help the students diagram the 

problem, the process, the solution - tell the story of their invention.

The ability to communicate their idea is a key element in the rubric used to evaluate the young 

inventors. Encourage your students to practice delivering their presentations at home and at school 

as often as necessary so that they feel comfortable with their presentation and are accustom to 

fielding a wide variety of questions, observations and suggestions.

Video
In addition to making a love pitch at the Regional Finals, participants are required to submit a 3 – 4 

minute video pitch.  This does not need to be super high quality.  A cell phone recording is perfectly 

fine.

Industry Selection
At the Regional Finals, the students will compete for scholarships and prizes.  Some of these are 

sponsored by a particular industry or company within an industry.  On the registration form, 

students are asked to select which industries might benefit from their invention so that they will be 

considered for prizes in that category.
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Every year and in every region we will recognize a local educator with our Inspirational Educator 

Award. The Inspirational Educator Award can vary year-to-year, but generally includes a 

technology prize for the teacher as well as a prize for the school! We ask students, parents, 

teachers, and administrators to nominate a great teacher worthy of the title. 

Nominating a Teacher
A Teacher can be nominated by a student, parent or co-worker by simply emailing 

teachernomination@illinoisinvents.org . All nominations must include the following information 

(in 500 words or less):

� How has this Teacher inspired, motivated, and supported students?

� What makes this Teacher stand out from all other teachers?

� How has this Teacher positively impacted your/your child's life?

� Why should this Teacher receive the  Illinois Invention Convention's Inspirational 

Teacher Award?

� Complete contact details: Teacher name, grade(s) taught, subject(s) taught, school 

name, address, phone , email and district.

� Nominator(s): Name, phone, email, grade (if applicable) and whether you are a 

student, parent or educator.

� Illinois Invention Convention Region

Eligibility and Rules
1. Nominated teachers must be currently teaching in any school participating in the 

current year’s Illinois Invention Convention.

2. Employees of Illinois Invents, the Illinois Invention Convention sponsors and 

employees’ immediate families are not eligible to participate.

3. All nominations must include the Nomination Information shown above under 

"Nominating a Teacher."

4. Completed nomination letters must be received by the deadline provided by your 

School Liaison

Entry Submission
Entries may be emailed to: teachernominiation@illinoisinvents.org

or mailed to:

Illinois Invents

Innovative Educator Nomination - [include your region]

P.O. Box 450

Wasco, IL 60182
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School/Coordinator Implementation Questions

How do most schools implement the program?

The great thing about this program is that it is able to be customized to meet the needs of each 

school, district, or group participating.  It can be implemented as simply as sending home the 

Inventor’s Journal for the students to complete at home and then having them bring in their display 

boards and prototypes to school one day.  Many schools choose this option.  However, it could also 

be fully integrated into the curriculum, including the build phase.  In fact, Chicago Public Schools 

prefer this method.  It can also be done in a variety of ways in between, for example all of the work 

done at home but a big public event at the end to select the winners.  Each school needs to decide 

which elements make the most sense for them.

How much does it cost?

The other great thing about this program is that it is FREE!  There is no cost to the school, teachers, or 

students to participate.  Even the Regional Finals do not cost extra to the participating students.  This 

is because of the generous sponsorship of our corporate and individual donors.  Be sure to thank 

them whenever you get a chance!

Who is eligible to participate?

The Illinois Invention Convention is open to ALL students in Kindergarten through 8th grade in the 

state of Illinois.  This includes public schools, private schools, and home schools.  All children benefit 

from this program.

Where is the Illinois Invention Convention?

The first phase of the Illinois Invention Convention starts in the local school.  The top performers at 

the Local Invention Convention are invited to compete at one of five Regional Finals.  The exact 

locations of the Regional Finals may vary from year to year and will be announced in January.

How many students we can we send to the Illinois Invention Convention regional finals?

The number of students from each school, district, or organization will depend on the total 

participation from that region.  Our goal is to have  approximately 100 student inventors represent 

their schools at each regional final.  We will get an idea of how many students will be participating 

after they turn in their “Intent to Invent” forms.  Based on those numbers we will be able to calculate 

a percentage.  For example, if a region has 1500 students who returned their Intent to Invent forms, 

each school in that region would receive 1 spot for every 15 participants.  This system rewards 

participation, not overall size, therefore it is possible that a small school might receive more space at 

Regionals than a large one.  Also, for home schools it is important to make sure you will have enough 

students participating in order to qualify to have a student spot at the Reginal Finals.
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School/Coordinator Implementation Questions- continued

Can students work in teams on their invention or must the inventors work alone?

Although other states allow teams, the Illinois Invention Convention feels it best to have students 

work alone on this project, therefore no teams will be allowed to compete at the Regional Finals.  

The reason for this is that the project is inherently designed to build grit by presenting the student 

with challenges that need to be overcome.  While it is possible to do this with a partner, it is more 

likely that having a partner will allow students to use their partner’s strengths to balance out their 

own weaknesses rather than working to improve them.  We do believe teamwork is a valuable skill, 

it is just not appropriate for this project.

What happens if the student fails at creating a working invention?

It is entirely possible that a student may fail to create a working invention.  If the student has 

progressed to the point where they have come up with a novel solution to a problem and made 

multiple attempts to create a prototype, that student should still be allowed to display their work 

at the Local Invention Convention.  We do not want to discourage students who have really tried 

and overcome obstacles.  

What is the registration deadline?

The registration deadline is December 30.

When can I schedule our district's competition?

Local Invention Conventions should be scheduled for January or February.  The earlier you have 

your date set, the earlier you can reserve your space and recruit judges (if necessary).

Where can I hold my local competition?

The space you decide on for your local competition depends on the number of prototypes you will 

be judging at one time. A rectangular table (5 or 6 ft) will hold 4 prototypes.  If the competition is 

being held within the school day, a school could use  a classroom, gym, library or cafeteria.  For 

events being held after school or on weekends, a public library , town hall, civic club, or just about 

anywhere else that you can set up tables for the prototypes and displays will work.
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Inventor’s Journal Questions

Why does the student have to complete the Inventor’s Journal? Why can’t they just make something? 

The Illinois Invention Convention program is as much about the process as it is about the final product.  

The 

Can students create their own journals?

All students must complete the Illinois Invention Convention Inventor’s Journal.  The Journal walks the 

students through the necessary steps for this program.  If a student wants to use an additional journal, 

that is acceptable.

Can journals be completed in pencil?

The Journal must be written in legible/dark print. Journals help to document your idea, your intellectual 

property. Completing your journal in pencil is not a good way to safeguard your original work.

Prototype Questions

Can a student use technology such as CAD or 3D printing?

Yes, as long as it is the student doing the work.  For example, if a Kindergarten student brings in a 

complicated CAD design, the judges will know that the student did not do the work.

Are the parents allowed to do the building?

It depends.  If the student inventor is too young to safely handle the needed equipment, an adult can 

handle that equipment for them while following the student inventor’s instructions.  However, judges 

want to see that students have done as much of the work as possible.  For example, if a project needs 

holes drilled, we would prefer to see some slightly off center, messy holes that were drilled by a child 

with adult supervision, than perfectly neat ones done be an adult.

Why is there a $35 limit for materials? Can we go over?

The $35 material limit exists for a few reasons.  First, this program is more about the process than the 

product.  We do not need to see diamond cutting wheels inside a child’s invention.  If they are inventing 

something that needs expensive parts, have them simulate it with inexpensive parts. Second, we want 

this program to be accessible to everyone and therefore a cap is important.  Third, creativity is a major 

part of this program.  Not having access to expensive materials will help. In fact, recycled materials are 

best for this project and help to keep the cost down.  That said, we will not be checking receipts.  If a 

prototype costs $36, the student will not be penalized.

How big can the Prototypes be?

Models may be no larger than 2 feet by 1.5 feet and fit on a table top in front of the display board.  If it is 

too tall to stand safely on the table, it may be placed on the floor directly in front of the student 

Inventor’s display.
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Regional Finals Questions

Can a student inventor make changes to their Prototype and or Display between the Local 

Invention Convention and the Regional Finals?

Absolutely!  Invention is an iterative process and it is never really done.  Hopefully the student 

inventor learned something from their Local Invention Convention and has some ideas to make 

improvements.

What are the prizes?

At the Regional Finals, there will be many prizes available.  For each grade level, there will be a 

1st, 2nd, and 3rd prize in the form of a scholarship.  There will also be one overall Grand Prize 

winner, also awarded a scholarship.  In addition, there will be industry sponsored awards that 

may be in the form of scholarships or material prizes such as technology.  The top inventors will 

also be invited to represent Illinois at the National Invention Convention and Entrepreneurship 

Expo in Washington DC.

What if there is a conflict and the student cannot make it to the regional competition?

Unfortunately, the Regional Finals are fairly complicated in terms of logistics.  For this reason, 

all students must be present for the entire day during Regional Finals.  If a student is not set up 

by their assigned set up time, they will be disqualified.  

If my student has a conflict can he/she switch their judging time with another student 

inventor?

Because of the complexity of scheduling, once judging times are set it is not possible to change 

the times.

Can a student inventor participate in the Illinois Invention Convention in more than one 

year?

Yes. Students who come up with entirely NEW inventions are more than welcome to participate 

in the Regional Finals more than once.  They will be eligible for the 1st – 3rd place awards for 

their grade and the industry awards, however, a student can only win the overall Grand Prize 

once.

When can students, families and educators view all of the inventions?

The inventions are open to the public once judging is completed and before the awards 

ceremony begins.
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Who Are We

Illinois Invents is a nonprofit 501(c)3Public Charity.  Our main 

event is the Illinois Invention Convention.

Our Mission

Our mission is to use the processes of innovation and invention 

to encourage curiosity and creativity, develop critical thinking 

and problem solving skills, and create a community of 

individuals who value education, STEM, and their application.

Our Goals

• Provide resources to teachers in Illinois to help teach critical 

thinking, problem solving, and STEM.

• Provide an opportunity for students who excel at these skills 

to exhibit their work and earn scholarships.
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